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Q&A
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Transgender is an Umbrella
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The Whole Person
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Gender Identity vs Sex
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Why Transgender is a Real Thing


Preoccupation with one’s gender



Sense of “being different” from an early age



WPATH standards of care



Gender clinics at all major universities



Biology



Diagnosed… not chosen



Consistent, Persistent, Insistent



It’s protected by the EEOC


“It is illegal to harass an employee because of race, color, religion,
sex (including gender identity, sexual orientation, and pregnancy),
national origin, age (40 or older), disability or genetic information.”



Recognized by most government agencies



The only choice we have….
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Comprehensive Integration Model
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Sample Set of Corporate Values


Accountability- We take ownership of our work and
behavior



Teamwork- Everyone brings diverse talent, expertise, and
energy to the team. Inclusion contributes to innovative
solutions for customers and excellent results



Integrity-…is the match between our words and actions.
We expect it of ourselves and others.



Respect- The Golden Rule. We respect the individual and
their unique contributions. We want everyone to bring their
“whole real self” to work each day. Respecting others and
being our real selves is a reflection of our integrity.



Excellence- “We are dedicated to diversity, fair treatment,
mutual respect, and trust.”
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EEO Policy
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… hire qualified candidates without regard to race, religious creed,
religion, color, sex, sexual orientation, genetic information, gender, gender
identity, gender expression, age, national origin, ancestry, citizenship,
protected veteran or visability status or any factor prohibited by law,
and as such affirms in policy and practice to
support and promote the concept of equal
employment opportunity and affirmative action in
accordance with all applicable federal, state,
provincial and municipal laws. The company also
prohibits discrimination on other bases such as
medical condition, marital status or any other
factor that is irrelevant to the performance of our
teammates.
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HRC - Human Rights Campaign (www.hrc.org)
Participate or Improve your CEI
Perfect score is 100
CEI Trans Related Questions


All inclusive EEO Statement (35 points)



Employment benefits (30 points)

Management
Training



Organizational LGBTQ competency, like ERG’s

HR Procedures

(20 points)

Employee
Diversity
Training

HR Policy

Corporate Equality Index

EEO Policy

Corporate Values



Public Engagement (15 points)



Irresponsible citizenship (-25 points)

HR Policy

How our company will regard transgender people
 What benefits will be offered
 Time off policy (FMLA?)
 Who will do the intake?
 Who will be the point of contact?
(Make them accessible)
 Offensive customer response
 Intolerant or demanding employees
 Decide the bathroom and/or locker room issue
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“The Bathroom Issue”



Employee
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A person uses the restroom of their presenting
gender (best choice)
Gender-neutral bathrooms – an excellent choice,
growing in popularity in progressive areas (think
of the TV show Ally McBeal)
Providing transgender people a single stall
neutral bathroom NOT ideal solution. Invalidates
the a person as not being fully male or female,
violates EEO guidance (EO13672)
Instead provide the single bathroom to those
who may have issues with a transgender
employee

HR Procedures


A checklist



What to do when an employee comes out as
transgender



The “intake assessment”



Building an employee guided coming out plan



Acceptance and sincerity



Documentation

Employee

Diversity
Training

Management Training



Name change

HR Procedures



Benefits

HR Policy



Payroll / Time cards

Corporate Equality Index



ID

EEO Policy

Corporate Values
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Management Training

Employee
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Trans diversity training, Trans 101



HR Policy



HR Procedures



Expectations



Potential for non-traditional communication channels,
i.e. outside the normal hierarchy.

Trans Diversity Training

Employee

Diversity
Training



Gender theory basics



Why transgender is a real thing, not a choice



What is “transition”



Bodies and changes



Policy issues faced by trans people


Management Training
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“The Bathroom Issue”

Physical and Mental Health risks of ignoring
gender non-conformity

The Employee
Employee

Diversity
Training
Management
Training

HR Procedures

HR Policy
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Do
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Call them by the name and gender pronoun they prefer. Ask if unsure.



Do not be afraid to make mistakes – you may use the wrong pronoun or
name at the beginning. The person will understand. Nicely apologize move
on.



Include them fully in all corporate and every day social activities. Invite them
to lunch or break as usual.



Continue to use the same professional treatment. This person still has the
same valuable skills and expertise



Be an up-stander, not a by-stander



Be genuinely complimentary



Use confirming pronouns

Do


Customize each “coming out” plan with the employee



Assess their greatest fears



The peers that concern them most



What their future plans might be



Who and when people should, or have been told



Who will communicate with management and when



Assess existing support systems / family acceptance



What does “Day One” look like



What can be done to help
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Don’t
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Bad questions generally;
 Are

about our past as a male or female.

 Are

about your medical procedures relative to
transition.

 Are

of a sexual nature

 Anything

that starts with, “I know this is a bad
question, but…..” or, “I know I shouldn't ask, but….”

 And,

please, especially to my gay friends ...don’t
call us “trannies”

Don’t
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Call the person by the wrong pronoun or name



“So what is your real name?”



Asking if they “have”, or when they had, or will have “the surgery.”


Not all transgender people can afford all the medical procedures, or are
contraindicated



The absence or presence of genitals is not what defines a transgender
person (Sex doesn’t = identity, remember?)



Private parts are called private parts for a reason.

When did you “chose to become transgender.”? Like sexual
orientation, gender identity is not “a choice.”




“Are you straight or gay? Do you like men or women?”

Be Aware of Milestones
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Moments of “gender incongruence” produce anxiety
 What is a trans milestone?











Coming out
Name change
Heathcare
Voting
Getting on a plane
Opening a bank account

Advice Given to Trans Employees
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Be patient and gracious – everyone is “transitioning”



Be loyal – especially if your company goes the “extra mile”



Be consistent



Be discerning – you can often tell the “sincere unknowing”
from the “malicious mischief”


Hanlon’s Razor



Dress appropriately



Have a little humor

What Can Go Wrong?

 Effects

of hormones on emotion

 Inappropriate
 Non-gender

dress

consistent behavior

 Flirtatiousness
 Excessive

personal time off
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Resources

Power of Diversity



National Center for Transgender Equality (NCTE)
www.transequality.org



Human Rights Campaign (HRC) www.hrc.org



The Williams Institute of the UCLA Law School
https://williamsinstitute.law.ucla.edu/category/researc
h/transgender-issues/



Out and Equal Workplace www.outandequal.org



PFLAG (400 Chapters) www.pflag.org



Power of Diversity elaine@PowerofDiversity.net
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Questions
IF YOU HAVE THE COURAGE TO ASK, I HAVE THE COURAGE TO ANSWER

